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Stolen from the Hitman - A Mafia Bad Boy Romance
Book One: THE HITMAN When an average nine-to-fiver catches
his wife in bed with another man, not only does he loose his mind
but he cuts his losses and embark upon a new life. With his heart
turned cold, The Hitman is faced with the challenge of saving a
reputed state official's political career, as well as keeping a crime
lord out of jail by ensuring that a witness doesn't make it to the
courtroom. Will The Hitman be able to maintain his focus on his
assignment or will he be distracted by the thrill of the kill? The
answers remain within the pages of this cover to cover actionpacked thriller that will leave you at the edge of your seat, wanting
more. Book Two: BACK 2 MY ROOTZ Five specially selected
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chapters from the Back 2 My Rootz novel, due in 2014. ALSO
INCUDED: 1. An excerpt from the upcoming short story, The
Sextape: A Dedication to the Ladies, due late 2013. 2. An excerpt
from the short story, The Heist, due early 2014.

Accidental Hitman
Out of the darkest evil will come the strongest love. The Bratva is
changing, but whenever there's change, there's resistance. I have to
prove I’m one of them or else I’m dead. I wasn’t prepared for
what they wanted. They gave me a young and beautiful woman, to
defile and break. With a gun to my head, it's not like I have a
choice. I've never met a woman like her. Damaged, just like me, but
with a clever mind that she knows is a dangerous weapon, and
curves for days. Every second I spend with her, it becomes less
about business, less about the darkness I'm trying to leave behind,
and more her. About us, against the world. We're going to rise
above the shadows the Bratva have cast on us. They made a
dangerous mistake. They bound her to me in a way that those
monsters could never comprehend. She has a part of my soul now,
and I have a part of hers. Soulmates, in a way. I'm a bad man, but
I'm going to do right by her. I'm going to prove to her that even in
the darkness, there's always something worth fighting for. I’ll kill
them all for her. When it’s all over, and she doesn’t need me for
revenge anymore, we won't be able to walk away from our love.
She’s been taken by the hitman, and I won’t let her go. No
Cliffhangers. Safe from cheating. Explicit language & swearing.
Search Terms: romantic suspense, mafia romance, alpha male
romance, bad boy romance, alpha male, dark romance, captive
romance, age difference, antihero romance, series romance,
forbidden romance

Hitman - Closing Time
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The official, all-original, all-out-thrilling prequel to the muchanticipatednew game, Hitman: Absolution. Available in a tall
Premium Edition. Original.

Confessions of an Economic Hit Man
Knocked Up by the Hitman is book 1 of the Killer's Vessel
Romance trilogy. Books 2 and 3, Ruined by the Hitman and
Possessed by the Hitman are available everywhere now! I HAD
TWO CHOICES: GET LOCKED UP OR GET KNOCKED
UP. It was either submit to the hitman… Or surrender to his gun
against my head. Can you really blame me for what I did next?
Living out of my car, down to my last few bucks… Could things be
any worse? Turns out the answer is yes. When my car gets stolen –
with me still in the backseat – by a gun runner and his junkie
brother, I figure I've seen my last sunrise. This is it for me. But to
my surprise, the hitman makes me a deal. He'll help me erase my
old life and start fresh. In return, I owe him… Anything he wants.
I'll do whatever it takes to get away from my past. But as it turns
out, Russell has a hunger that only a taste of me will satisfy. I strip
down and give him what he desires – over and over and over
again. For a while, it seems like things might be better. I have a new
home, a new identity, a new purpose. But then I see the three little
lines no girl like me ever wants to see. It means I'm pregnant. Before
I can tell Russell about our baby, his junkie brother comes looking
for his slice of the pie. There might be a beautiful new life lying in
wait for Russell and me. But only if I can get out of this bedroom
alive.

Hitman: Enemy Within
Third volume in Danny King's comedy crime "Diaries" series.
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Hitman: Blood Money
Marshall Jones was a legendary hitman (at least in his own mind)
before a gunshot wound to his ankle forced his early retirement.
After limping through a decade of booze, pills, and cheap
prostitutes, Marshall's life has become a constant state of misery.
One day Marshall learns that Mason, his estranged brother, owes
two million dollars to a ruthless drug lord named Medrano.
Marshall has to travel to Costa Rica in order to kill Medrano, save
his brother, and earn a huge payday. Marshall initially refuses the
job, but when he learns that Elise, his twelve-year-old niece, is also
involved in the mess, Marshall decides to come out of retirement
and get back into the business of killing. Things immediately go
wrong for Marshall and he realizes that he's not only rusty, but
begins to question whether he ever had any skills as a contract killer
in the first place. Dropped into an environment that's part paradise
and part hell-on-earth, Marshall is forced to deal with psychotic
drug dealers, a deadbeat brother, a sassy niece and the realization
that life isn't easy being a hitman with a limp.

Hitman's Greatest Hits
Combining incredible humor, witty dialogue and quick-paced
action, HITMAN: LOCAL HEROES tells the story of Tommy
Monaghan, a hit man with super powers and morals. In the third
volume of the series, Tommy's talents are tested as he faces off
against Western outlaws and an army of zombie sea animals. Also
included in this book is a hilarious confrontation with Green
Lantern, which teaches the Spandex-clad super hero a lesson about
taking on a street-smart hit man from the back streets of Gotham
City. Collects HITMAN #9-14.

Hitman
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I was supposed to protect her. Now, I'll kill the men who took her.
I’m leaving my dark past behind me, where it belongs, and it
seems like fate has finally smiled on me when she comes into my life.
Innocent, pure, and with a bright future ahead of her, she’s the
girl I always wanted and never deserved. Then, those scumbags
steal her right from under of my nose. But they don’t know who I
am, or the lives I’ve taken. They’re out to make some quick cash
by selling a pure bride, and there’s no way I’m going to let that
happen. Not to her. I have to risk everything to save her. Then,
I’ll try to win her heart and make her mine. No Cliffhangers. Safe
from cheating. Explicit language & swearing. Search Terms:
romantic suspense, mafia romance, alpha male romance, bad boy
romance, alpha male, dark romance, captive romance, age
difference, antihero romance, series romance, forbidden romance

Side Chick Hitman
The cult hit from writer Garth Ennis (PREACHER) returns in a
brand-new “greatest hits” collection! These tales include the
introduction of super-powered gun for hire Tommy Monaghan, his
encounters with Superman, Batman and the Justice League of
America and more! Includes stories from THE DEMON ANNUAL
#2, HITMAN #4-7, #13-14, #34 and JLA/HITMAN #1-2.

Hitman (1996-) #32
She was the daughter of my worst enemy. I was the hitman hired to
take her out.When the contract hit my phone, I thought it was fate.
The broken, frightened girl who got away. The one who lied about
who she was and disappeared without a trace.Now I had a second
chance. There was no doubt I'd do everything to keep her safe, both
from my family and the man who wanted her life.As secrets were
revealed, lives were put at risk. But life had taught me there was no
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running from death. It might have been fate that brought us
together, but it was her past that would tear us apart.

Branded by the Hitman
Anyone can kill . . . but can you make the perfect hit? ·Expert
strategies on the fastest, safest, and most efficient ways to score hits
·Complete details on how to receive the Silent Assassin rating in
each mission ·Detailed maps of every area ·Statistics for all lethal
weapons in your larger-than-life arsenal ·Insight into the mind of a
killer-for-hire that will help you handle every situation

Hitman (1996-) #35
Malcolm Deakin, one-time Falklands hero, is a hitman; a classic
gangland shooter with twelve ice-cold killings to his name on the
streets of London. Each one of these twelve killings is committed
without remorse; Deakin does not give a second thought to his
hapless victims. But then along comes target number thirteen—it's
an old school friend, and as the hitman begins researching the
contract he gets the nasty feeling that his intended victim is about to
turn the tables on him. The Hitman is set on the same streets and
supposedly respectable suburbs where real-life public enemy
number one Kenneth Noye made his name. This novel is an
authentic, nail-biting, roller-coaster ride through the full, face-on
brutality of southeast London's underworld.

Hitman Vol. 7: Closing Time
This is book 1 of the Petrov Mafia romance series! Books 2 and 3
are available everywhere now! He’ll pay the cost for taking
what’s mine. Once a hitman, always a hitman. I’ve risen to
power, but never forgotten my roots. So when my enemy steals the
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mother of my child, I load my gun and get ready to kill. Nobody
steals from me and lives to tell the tale. ANDREI I’ve done
unspeakable things. Killed men; stolen women; torn families to
pieces. But there are worse men than me in this world. One, in
particular. And I’m going to make sure he suffers and dies. But on
a mission like this, there’s always a chance I don’t make it out
alive. So I need an insurance policy. A way to protect my legacy.
What I need is a baby. But the mother of my child can’t just be
any random woman. The dirty club girls that the Petrov family
mafia owns won’t work for this purpose. What I need is someone
pure and untainted. Someone who has not yet been exposed to the
darkness that surrounds my soul. I find the one I want and make her
an offer she could never refuse. But Kelly’s first plunge into the
shadows of the underworld might be her last. Our night together is
a cacophony of moans and hoarse screams. Hot, sweaty flesh
pressed together. The warmth of my body, muscled and tattooed,
owning her pale, petite frame. But in the morning, my enemy
strikes. Once upon a time, I had nothing to lose. I’ve finally found
something worth fighting for. And now that I’ve lost her, I’m
prepared to do whatever it takes to get her back. *** It’s a secret
baby romance with a revenge story mixed in. Sexy hitman mob boss
goes on the hunt to hurt the man who took his baby and his wife?
Sign me up! This dark romance with sex is the new adult
contemporary romance you’ve been waiting for. If you’re a fan
of hot sex, dark twists, secret babies, or mob boss romance in
general, then pick up this mafia romance series today!

Hitman with a Limp
There is more than one way to make a hit. The best assassin is the
one that's never noticed. ·Weapon and equipment locations for
each mission revealed ·Basic strategies for a hit, with tips on how
to keep your notoriety low ·Detailed maps for every mission
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·Complete walkthroughs for all assignments, including alternative
ways to complete a mission Information on all weapons and
upgrades

Filthy for the Hitman
Ex-military operative Tommy Monaghan's adventures as a Gotham
City-based Hitman for hire continues. In HITMAN: 10,000
BULLETS, Monaghan uses his powers of telepathy and x-ray vision
to survive an all-out attack on him and his friends. Then, a
vindictive mob boss from Tommy's past puts a contract out on him.
With his friends caught in the crossfire, Tommy must find a way to
take out the hired assassin and exact retribution against the mafia
head. But even with his extrodinary powers, the Hitman may find
that a trained killer and a mob army is just too much for one man.
Collects issues #4-8 and HITMAN ANNUAL #1.

Mafia Hitman's Daring Lover
She needs to behave, or I’ll be forced to punish her. Delaney
Underwood is sexy as hell, with a killer body, wicked smile, and a
spoiled rotten demeanor. She's a pampered rich girl, thinking she
can get anything she wants, whenever she wants. It pisses me off.
I've struggled to survive, and I have the scars to prove it.
Delaney’s going to make me a wealthy man, once her parents pay
to get their precious angel back. But every time I look at those sassy
lips, I wanna put them to good use. Delaney has gotten under my
skin and she knows it. Even before I took her hostage, she'd
somehow managed to work her way into my blood, and my heart
hammers harder in my chest every time she stares daggers in my
direction. She's craving someone like me in her life, whether she
knows it or not, and with every bratty outburst, a part of me calls
out to discipline her. She needs to be taught a lesson. And I need
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her, all to myself. I promised to ransom her off, but once I have a
taste of her sweet curves, I'm keeping her to myself. She’s the
hitman’s hostage and she’ll learn to love it. No Cliffhangers.
Safe from cheating. Explicit language & swearing. Search Terms:
romantic suspense, mafia romance, alpha male romance, bad boy
romance, alpha male, dark romance, captive romance, age
difference, antihero romance, series romance, forbidden romance

Hostage of the Hitman - A Mafia Bad Boy Romance
Branded by the Hitman is book 2 of the Mafia Hitman Romance
trilogy. Book 3, Filthy for the Hitman, is available everywhere now!
I bought her just to get a taste. The ambitious girl is playing a risky
game. And she's decided to cross the wrong hired killer – me. I'll
let her go with her life intact… But her body belongs to me now.
MICA I started out with nothing. Four bucks in my pocket and big
dreams in my heart. I knew Hollywood was just waiting for me. I'd
be a big star, if only I could get to Los Angeles. But I never made it.
Instead, I got stuck a few hours away at a pretty mansion where
drug-fueled parties ruled twenty-four hours a day. The pay was
good, but being an escort is a dangerous career. One slip could land
me on the streets – or in my grave. I need to get out of here…
Before it's too late. That's where the hitman comes in. Ford Taylor
is supposed to be nothing but a hired thug. If I play my cards right, I
can get the tattooed outlaw wrapped around my finger. But it turns
out that he was playing me all along. I find out too late that Ford's
boss might be the devil himself. Ford will do anything to pay off his
debt and get free of the monster's grasp. And he's gonna use me to
make that happen. He thinks he owns me now. Hell, he might be
right. All I know is that I've got to convince him that I'm worth
saving… Instead of selling my body to the highest bidder. FORD
The sultry beauty had me fooled – at first. Flying solo in a tough
road house, I thought she was the one in trouble… Until I lose my
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bankroll at poker. I was in some deep sh!t with some very dangerous
men. The fiery redhead escort is the only one with the skills to get
me out with the clothes on my back and my skull intact. I thought I
owed her a huge favor. But it's only afterwards that I realize Mica is
for sale. And suddenly, the tables turn. She belongs to me now. I
grab the girl by the throat and let her know who her master is. All I
want to do is pay off my debt and disappear into the L. A. sunset.
This girl is my golden ticket out. But when the little aspiring starlet
steals something incredibly valuable from me, my plans for escape
are forced to take a backseat. I can't leave until I have it – and her
– back in my hands again.

Knocked Up by the Hitman
“Hitmen don’t worry about what their underwear’s like, but
then proper hitmen don’t poo in their pants.” Tom White, just a
regular guy next door, is sick of next door’s late night parties. His
appeals to his neighbour’s better nature fall on deaf ears so he
chooses an unusual solution to the problem – murder. This dark
act plunges Tom into a criminal underworld where his new found
skills serve him well but in which he is completely out of his depth.
Tom becomes an unwitting double agent in a turf-war orchestrated
by Stephanie, the drop-dead gorgeous daughter of an assassinated
gang boss. With the police and two powerful crime-lords on his trail
Tom blunders through his new career, balancing the needs of his
unknowing girlfriend and his knowing-too-much best friend.

Hitman Vol. 2: Ten Thousand Bullets
Tommy Monaghan finds himself face to face with one of the
heaviest hitters in the DCU! It's Hitman versus Green Lantern in
'Local Heroes' Part 3!
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The Hitman's Woman
Paolo Cardasi is in jail and sitting on death row, three days before
his death sentence is to be carried out he starts and interview with
Crystal. A tenacious reporter looking for her big break. Read along
on an emotional journey through the mind of a killer, father,
brother, husband and the last "Don". Will Paolo get his forgiveness
by reliving his crimes or will it do absolutely nothing before his
awaited death in 72 hours?

The Hitman: A short Story
She's terrified of me. She should be.I'm no saint, but apparently
even killers have limits. When the Bratva hired me as security for
the night, I didn't know it was a flesh trade. I could have kept my
cool, done my job, but then I saw her. Pure as a lily, dressed in
skimpy lingerie, and being auctioned off to the foulest men in
Brighton Beach. I'm not used to this white knight sh*t, but I did
what I had to do. I outbid those pieces of trash and bought myself a
bride. What the hell do I do with a sweet, subservient woman who's
been trained to obey her husband? I can think of some things my
baser instincts want me to do But when she submits to me, I'm
going to be the man that deserves it, not just the one she owes it to.
So I'm going to make her life better. I'm going to make her want me
just as bad as I want her. And at night, when my new princess is
slumbering, I'm going to make every one of those pimps pay in
blood. I will protect her and our unborn baby. This novel is a full
length romantic suspense novel set in Alexis Abbott's Hitmen Series.
It is an inter-connected standalone with no cliffhangers. Explicit
language. Safe from cheating. Alexis Abbott's Hitmen Series#1:
Owned by the Hitman: amazon.com/dp/B01B54DU3S #2: Sold
to the Hitman: amazon.com/dp/B01CT5K792 #3: Saved by the
Hitman: amazon.com/dp/B01E853GOY #4: Captive of the
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Hitman: amazon.com/dp/B01HKAT5ZI #5: Stolen from the
Hitman: amazon.com/dp/B01K6O7IMM #6: Hostage of the
Hitman: amazon.com/dp/B01MXE0DP8 #7: Taken by the
Hitman: amazon.com/dp/B01N5BHWLR

The Hitman Diaries
A paranoid, reclusive old woman offers you a hundred grand to kill
someone. Trouble is, you're no silent assasin and your target is a
man endowed with enormous psychic powers. And yeshe quite
clearly knows what you're up to. You have two options: 1. Decline
the offer. 2. Get a gun, get smashed out of your brain on every drug
you can lay your hands on and hit the streets in your souped-up
Beamer whilst your "hit" draws you deeper into his bizarre
hallucinatory world. The choice is yours. Taking in the sights and
sounds of modern London as seen through the bleary eyes of our
(tragi-)comic (anti-)hero, HITMAN is inhabited by a cast of
grotesque movers and shakers, casualties and misfits, all of them
scattered from the corrosive underbelly of the showbiz dream.

Confessions of a Mob Hitman
Tommy and the boys meet up with Ributu, the Tynandan rebel
leader--but will Tommy use the opportunity to find a way out or
will he end up joining the cause? Find out in 'Tommy's Heroes' Part
4 of 5.

Hitman for Hire
A romantic interlude for Tommy is cut short by the unexpected
arrival of Frances Monaghan, the older sister Tommy never knew
he had, who brings a dramatic revelation about how Tommy came
to be abandoned as an infant!
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Sold to the Hitman
Finally, an inside look at mob warfare in greater St. Louis by one of
the men who actually lived it…and shaped it. It is an explosive, first
person account…for the first time! John Auble, Reporter Fox
Television- St. Louis Aficionados of true crime history and/or
human nature will enjoy this journey into the past as gangster Ray
Flynn recalls a life that he clearly feels was well-lived. You may
disagree with the well-lived part, but it was an interesting life. No
doubt about that. Bill McLellan St. Louis Post Dispatch Columnist
Ray Flynn reached the pinnacle of his career in the 1960’s when
he joined the Buster Eortman Gang. Wortman began his career as
one of the infamous Al Capone’s southern lieutenants and as
Capone’s cellmate. Wortman eventually won a bloody gang war
for control of St. Louis and southern Illinois. Michale Flynn Son of
the author Ray Flynn

Taken by the Hitman - A Mafia Bad Boy Romance
Filthy for the Hitman is book 3 and the finale of the Mafia Hitman
Romance trilogy! I bought her just to get a taste. The ambitious girl
is playing a risky game. And she's decided to cross the wrong hired
killer – me. I'll let her go with her life intact… But her body
belongs to me now. MICA I started out with nothing. Four bucks in
my pocket and big dreams in my heart. I knew Hollywood was just
waiting for me. I'd be a big star, if only I could get to Los Angeles.
But I never made it. Instead, I got stuck a few hours away at a pretty
mansion where drug-fueled parties ruled twenty-four hours a day.
The pay was good, but being an escort is a dangerous career. One
slip could land me on the streets – or in my grave. I need to get out
of here… Before it's too late. That's where the hitman comes in.
Ford Taylor is supposed to be nothing but a hired thug. If I play my
cards right, I can get the tattooed outlaw wrapped around my
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finger. But it turns out that he was playing me all along. I find out
too late that Ford's boss might be the devil himself. Ford will do
anything to pay off his debt and get free of the monster's grasp. And
he's gonna use me to make that happen. He thinks he owns me
now. Hell, he might be right. All I know is that I've got to convince
him that I'm worth saving… Instead of selling my body to the
highest bidder. FORD The sultry beauty had me fooled – at first.
Flying solo in a tough road house, I thought she was the one in
trouble… Until I lose my bankroll at poker. I was in some deep sh!t
with some very dangerous men. The fiery redhead escort is the only
one with the skills to get me out with the clothes on my back and my
skull intact. I thought I owed her a huge favor. But it's only
afterwards that I realize Mica is for sale. And suddenly, the tables
turn. She belongs to me now. I grab the girl by the throat and let
her know who her master is. All I want to do is pay off my debt and
disappear into the L. A. sunset. This girl is my golden ticket out. But
when the little aspiring starlet steals something incredibly valuable
from me, my plans for escape are forced to take a backseat. I can't
leave until I have it – and her – back in my hands again.

Hitman: Damnation
Beverly Holland lives it up with her older businessman beau, Eric
Fox. He gives her everything she craves—except satisfaction
between the sheets. Frustrated, she picks up sexy stranger Dante at a
hotel bar, who shows her what she's been missing! But he's also
about to shake up her life. Beverly has no idea that Eric is really a
hitman or that Dante has a vendetta: Eric killed his brother and
now he wants Eric dead. Beverly also doesn't know that while she's
carrying on with her man's potential killer, her man's carrying on
with her best friend, Marilyn—who will do anything to make Eric
hers. . .. When the forces of lust, lies, betrayal and revenge collide,
who's going to survive—and who will ultimately be the hitman's
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woman?

Confessions of a Hitman
Perkins, a former chief economist at a Boston strategic-consulting
firm, confesses he was an "economic hit man" for 10 years, helping
U.S. intelligence agencies and multinationals cajole and blackmail
foreign leaders into serving U.S. foreign policy and awarding
lucrative contracts to American business.

Hitman
After almost four decades in the music business, David Foster -producer, arranger, songwriter, performer -- is finally ready to talk.
In this compelling and outspoken memoir, Foster shares some of his
incredible stories: the first time he met Barbra Streisand, as a young
session player in Los Angeles; his first of 15 Grammys for "After
the Love Has Gone," Earth, Wind & Fire's memorable hit; the
making of Unison, Celine Dion's English-language debut; the
challenges he faced on his way to putting the group Chicago back
on the charts; his award-winning contribution to Unforgettable:
With Love, Natalie Cole's comeback album; those back-to-back
recording sessions with Madonna and Michael Jackson; and the
incredible chain of events that spawned Whitney Houston's historic
blockbuster, "I Will Always Love You." Foster has worked with
superstars of every decade, including: Celine Dion - Josh Groban Whitney Houston - Michael Bublé - Barbra Streisand - Andrea
Bocelli - Madonna - Michael Jackson - Natalie Cole - George
Harrison - Earth, Wind & Fire - *NSYNC - Chicago - Paul
McCartney - All-4-One - Katharine McPhee - Toni Braxton - Alice
Cooper - Olivia Newton-John - Michael Bolton and many more.
From his unique and privileged vantage point, Foster describes the
delicate balancing act between artist and producer, offers revealing
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portraits of some of those artists at work, and shares his secrets for
success in the maddeningly fickle music industry. At its heart, this is
the story of a boy with perfect pitch who grew up to become one of
the most influential musical forces of our time -- the solid gold
hitman who produced the soundtrack of our lives.

The Hitman
This latest collection of HITMAN tales, all collected for the first
time, begins when Tommy Monaghan heads to Ireland to learn
dark truth about his past - and why his parents abandoned him.
Then, it's a plague of the undead, as Tommy and his killer sidekicks
tackle what seems to be a kidnapping, but ends up being a
bloodbath. And Tommy goes toe-to-toe with his rival, assassin
Ringo Chen, who's now dating Tommy's old girlfriend. Petty
jealousy quickly turns to violence between these two hitmen. Plus,
when Lobo stops off at Tommy Monaghan's favorite bar for a quick
brew, trouble quickly turns into mayhem! Will the troubled superteam known as Section Eight be able to save the day? Probably not.
Collects HITMAN #35-42 and HITMAN/LOBO #1.

Hitman Vol. 3: Local Heroes
On the back streets of Gotham City, ex-military operative Tommy
Monaghan has set himself up as a hired gun. Surrounded by an odd
assortment of friends and allies, the Hitman with a heart must deal
with personal conflicts over honor and morals as he makes a living
with a gun. But even with the telepathic ability to read his targets'
minds, he still finds himself well over his head when he runs into
some of Gotham's most notorious citizens such as the Demon, the
Joker, and the Dark Knight himself, the Batman. Plus, a vindictive
mob boss from his past puts a contract out on Tommy. With his
friends caught in the crossfire, he must find a way to take out the
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hired assassin and exact retribution against the mafia head. But
even with his extrarodinary powers, the Hitman may find that a
trained killer and a mob army is just too much for one man.
Collects THE DEMON ANNUAL #2, THE BATMAN
CHRONICLES #4 and HITMAN #1-3!

Agent 47: Birth Of The Hitman Vol. 1
From National Bestselling author, Leslie Langtry Missi Bombay
invents things—fatal flowers, Jell-O bullets, stroke-inducing panty
hose and other ways to kill a target without leaving any trace
behind. Living a solitary life on her family's island, she's a great
asset to her family of assassins. Unfortunately, the family that kills
together also meddles together, and when Missi's mom decides her
daughter's life is a little too solitary, she packs Missi off the Costa
Rica for an undercover assignment on a low-budget Survival reality
TV show. Amidst the ridiculous challenges, tribal voting, and latenight sneaking to the nearby resort, Missi finds herself not only
scoping out her family's latest target, but also Lex Danby, the
hottest contestant on the island. But Missi's hormones get put on the
back burner when someone starts sabotaging the show…and Missi
is squarely in the sights of the deadly culprit. Greatest Hits Mysteries
available: 'Scuse Me While I Kill This Guy – book #1 Guns Will
Keep Us Together – book #2 Stand By Your Hitman – book #3
I Shot You Babe – book #4 Paradise by the Rifles Sights – book
#5 Snuff the Magic Dragon - book #6 My Heroes Have Always
Been Hitmen – book #7 Four Killing Birds – a holiday short
story Have Yourself a Deadly Little Christmas – a holiday short
story What critics are saying: "When it comes to assassin-filled
comedy, Langtry has cornered the market!" ~ RT BOOKreviews
"Stand By Your Hitman is another sure hit winner." ~ Chicago
Tribune "The Bombays deliver again their unique blend of danger,
romance and madcap mayhem. Put all of that together with the
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worst put-together reality show possible, and the result is a fun
read." ~ Newsandsentinel.com "Fans of the Bombay brood will
enjoy their latest escapades as the audience will stand by their hitwoman." ~ Midwest Book Review

Hitman
Marcos Barraza is in the eye of the storm in a plastics factory
housed in a suburb where suddenly looks like some of the drug
proved to be peaceful neighbors and innocent children were
transformed into bloodthirsty killers. Your work schedule allows you
to spend the afternoons and evenings independent journalism,
presenting a radically different view to official communicators.
Their articles are not a result of study or analysis of information, but
the story of what was living in the first person or what was
happening to their friends, neighbors and employees. The Hitman
is the collection and selection of those articles that appeared in the
media generating heated controversy because prevailing denounced
untouchability and broke taboos.

The Hitman Chronicles
Dedicated street cop Desiree Addams is determined to find the
person responsible for killing her father and brother, even if her
search paints a bullseye on her back. But when she meets a
domineering Russian hitman, everything changes. With six and a
half feet of pure muscle and piercing blue eyes, breathtakingly
handsome Grigori is impossible to ignore. When their paths cross,
Desiree can’t help but be charmed and seduced by the intriguing
man, even if they are on opposite sides of the law. Mafia hitman
Grigori has a life steeped in violence and an unwavering loyalty to
the organization, but one look at the petite, courageous cop and he
knows he’ll do everything he can to protect her. She may be
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stubborn, daring and determined to go it alone, but Grigori has
always liked a challenge. When her hunt for her family’s killer
pulls her into his dark underworld, she’ll learn quickly that no one
messes with what belongs to Grigori, and the Russian mafia always
takes care of its own…

Hitman
Tommy Monaghan faces a plague of the undead and goes toe-totoe with assassin Ringo Chen! - Plus, Tommy crosses paths with
LOBO and the JUSTICE LEAGUE! - Collecting HITMAN
#51-60, HITMAN/LOBO: THE STUPID BASTICH #1,
JLA/HITMAN #1-2 and a story from SUPERM

Hitman Vol. 1: A Rage In Arkham
Since taking control of her mentor’s criminal operation, Diana
Burnwood’s life has blossomed into a world of possibilities she
could only ever dream of. As her quest for revenge nears
completion, her targets begin to fight back with an unlikely ally.
Meanwhile, 47, recaptured by The Institute after his attack, goes
underground with the remaining Subjects and Dr. Ort-Meyer.
Having sacrificed his freedom and his humanity, 47 takes his first
steps onto the road to becoming the Hitman.

Hitman (1996-) #11
47 and his handler, Diana Burnwood, are a team responsible for
some of the most ruthless, efficient and untraceable assassinations
across the globe. But before they were operatives of the shadowy
International Contracts Association, 47 and Burnwood were on
their own separate paths in life - streets lined with blood, bullets and
revenge. As 14-year-old Diana begins a mission to track down the
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people who killed her parents, 47 is struggling to free himself and his
friend, 6, from the mysterious Institute which has bred them as
killers since they were kids. With a story that stretches from the
heartland of America to the Berlin Wall, Lone Wolves will trace the
birth of the legendary Hitman and the secret past of the woman
behind him who pulls the string and knows just how hard taking a
life truly is.

Stand By Your Hitman
The Hitman or the day we murdered God
The clone assassin has been played long enough– now it’s more
than a game. Bred to kill, Agent 47 is The Agency’s most valuable
assassin. So when a competing murder-for-hire organization decides
to destroy The Agency, the first person they target for elimination is
Agent 47. Tasking someone to off the best hitman in the business is
one thing; getting the job done is another. When the attempt falls
short, Agent 47 is ordered to track down and kill the culprit who is
feeding vital information about The Agency to its enemies. Agent
47 must follow a bloody trail halfway around the world, fight his
way through the streets of Fez, Morocco, and battle slavers deep
inside Chad. Then he will discover a shattering truth: If he fails at
his mission, the price he’ll pay will be far greater than his own life.
. . . From the Paperback edition.

Agent 47: Birth Of The Hitman #4
Confessions of a Hit Man is a high octane thriller with a plot that
adds velocity like a well-oiled chicane. When ex-Royal Marine Jack
becomes a paid assassin, work comes easily, especially when
working for the Sicilian Mafia, until he gets drawn into a
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government plot selling enriched plutonium to a rogue Nation.
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